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Lemond Fitness Elite Cycling Bike (L-15900)  
 

The LeMond Elite Cycling Bike from the
HOIST® LeMond® series was developed
in collaboration with three-time Tour de
France winner Greg LeMond. The
LeMond® Elite Indoor Cycle offers a
number of sophisticated upgrades
designed to maximize comfort and
withstand the rigors of club use. With its
rear flywheel design, maintenance-free
magnetic resistance system and various
technology upgrades, including a watt
display, the LeMond Elite bike is one of
the premium bikes in the indoor cycling
segment.

 CHF 2'490.00  
      

      

Features:

magnetic resistance provides smooth, friction-free resistance
built-in LCD computer monitor with 13 statistic displays, including power (watts), time, distance,
calories, cadence (rpm), heart rate*, stage, maximum cadence, maximum power, maximum heart
rate (*when paired with heart rate belt (ANT+ transmitter belt required))
unique Calorie PUMP function to track calories with every pedal stroke
a built-in generator powers the computer console
rear flywheel design protects against sweat and corrosion
Poly-V belt for a smooth and quiet ride - the belt never needs to be replaced or oiled
integrated Bluetooth LE connectivity
free HOIST Bikes app to track and compare workouts - with the free HOIST Bikes app, users can
seamlessly save, track and compare workouts. Simply synchronize the bike with the app via the
integrated Bluetooth LE connection and start your workout. Revisit the app when you're done to
review your records and compare them to previous workouts and share them on social media if
needed.
Vertical and horizontal seat adjustment
Vertical and horizontal handlebar adjustment
very high handlebar adjustment that enables a sitting position like on a conventional ergometer
suitable for user heights from 147-198cm
low Q-factor (pedal distance) of 164mm
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easy to adjust ratchet lever with 20 resistance levels
final gear ratio of 1:10
equipped with double-sided pedals with SPD clips and pedal baskets
heavy-duty spline crank for added durability
frame with protective covers repels sweat and prevents studs from scratching the frame
replaceable performance seat
stretch plate before and after training
ergonomically designed handlebar with integrated double bottle cage
secure seat and handlebar lock prevents the user from pushing the seat or handlebars
completely off the bike
the tilt and push wheel system makes it easy to move the bike
Tablet holder included in the scope of delivery (tablet not included)
Manual/labeling console in English

Use: Home to commercial continuous use, payload: approx. 159kg
Device dimensions: L137.8-166.37 x W60.4 x H105.1-139.07cm, weight 52.62kg
Accessories: Tablet holder
Option: Transmitter belt (ANT+)
Warranty: Home: 2-year warranty on labor and parts (excluding consumables); light institutional to
commercial use: 1-year warranty on labor and parts 

Brake system: Manual magnetic brake
Current-dependent: No
Horizontal seat adjustment: Yes
Vertical seat adjustment: Ja
Horizontal handlebar adjustment: Ja
Vertical handlebar adjustment: Ja
Freewheel: Nein
Training computer: LCD display
Displayed values: Bluetooth-Schnittstelle, Entertainment APP's, Trinkflaschenhalterung, Tablethalterung
Training programs: Nein
Pulse receiver: ANT+
Multimedia: Bluetooth interface, USB port, entertainment APP's, water bottle holder, tablet holder.
Accessories: Tablethalterung
Options: Transmitting belt
Dimensions (length / width / height): L137,8-166,37 x B60,4 x H105,1-139,07cm
Device weight: 52.65 kg
Payload: ca. 159 kg
Insert: Heinbereich bis kommerzieller Dauereinsatz
Warranty: Heimbereich: 2 Jahre auf Arbeit und Ersatzteile, leicht-institutioneller bis kommerzieller
Einsatz: 1 Jahr auf Arbeit und Ersatzteile (ausgeschlossen Verbrauchsmaterial)
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